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GLOBAL MARINE DESIGN’S LATEST WFSV DELIVERED TO UK ENERGY GIANT
Global Marine Design’s latest wind farm
support vessel (WFSV), ‘Spirit of
Turmarr’, has been delivered to United
Kingdom-based energy company EON.
Constructed by UK-based boat builder
Alicat Workboats,
the
aluminium
catamaran is the final vessel of a four-boat
order for EON, the other vessels comprising
two 17-metre jet-powered vessels and a
19-metre jet-powered vessel, respectively.
The ‘Spirit of Turmarr’ measures 13.5
metres in length overall, with a beam of 4.5
metres and a shallow draught of 0.7 metres.
Displacing 19.2 tonnes fully loaded, a pair of
Iveco engines powers the vessel; each rated
for 410kW and driving Rolls-Royce waterjets
via a water-cooled exhaust system from

Halyard. At the vessel’s maximum speed of
25 knots, the vessel has a range of 190
nautical miles. When cruising at 21 knots,
this range extends to 225 nautical miles.

‘Spirit of Turmarr’

SPECIFICATIONS
Type of vessel: WFSV/OSV
In survey to: MCA UK (MECAL)
Home port: Grimsby
Owner/operator: EON, UK
Designer: Global Marine Design,
Western Australia
Builder: Alicat Workboats, UK

Layout of the vessel’s
turbine transfer platform

bow-mounted

Construction material: Aluminium
Length overall: 13.6 metres
Beam: 4.5 metres

The ‘Spirit of Turmarr’ is based on a new
design from GMD, featuring a near-vertical
stem for increased waterline length, a high
tunnel clearance, high volume hulls, and a
fine waterline angle of entry. The interior
fitout has been arranged with KAB
suspension seating mounted on FRP
modules with storage, whilst the island-style
wheelhouse arrangement allows for bow
boarding via a safe transfer platform.
According to GMD’s Gavin Mair, the
‘Spirit of Turmarr’ was essentially a “tag on”
vessel to complete the contract order, with
constraints in the form of a limited budget
and timeframe. Despite these challenges,
however, the final delivered vessel was to a
very high standard, ably meeting the
performance requirements of the client. The
resulting vessel has good sea keeping and is
a very capable and fuel efficient work boat
for its intended application.
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For further information contact:
Global Marine Design, Western Australia.
Email: sales@marinekits.com
Web: www.marinekits.com

Draught: 0.70 metres
Depth: 1.60 metres
Displacement: 19.2 tonnes (fully loaded)
Main engines: 2 x Iveco C90;
each 410kW
Propulsion: 2 x Rolls-Royce FF375
waterjets
Generator: Cummins 9kW
Exhaust system: Halyard water-cooled
Maximum speed: 25 knots
Cruising speed: 21 knots
Range: 190nm (maximum speed);
225nm (cruising speed)
Anchor: Delta
Capstan: Hand-operated capstan
Seating: KAB A12 suspension
Fuel capacity: 1,200 litres
Freshwater capacity: 120 litres
Crew: 2
Passengers: 12

